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If you want to get into a really good
argument at a university don't discuss
politics or religion - talk about the
military.

The relationship between the military
and universities has become the subject of
increasing debate on campuses across the
nation. Much of the controversy is owed
to President Ronald Reagan's Strategic
Defense Initiative, popularly - or unpopularly - known as Star Wars.
With literally billions of dollars slated
to be spent on the space shield concept,
SOl is proving to be the single-most
significant source of research money to
American universities.

The role of the military
on campus sparks
debate nationwide
. . . and at BSU.
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Nationally this has precipitated petitions and pledges opposed to SOl research as well as a scramble among some
university researchers to get in on the
Star Wars grant money.
The military and the universities become involved in three major ways: by
the military conducting ROTC courses
on campuses; by the university conducting
educational courses on military bases;
and by the university or its faculty working on research projects funded by the
military. BS U is involved all three ways,

although its association with the military
is small in comparison with some of the
nation's larger universities.
Opponents of the military on campus
- both at BS U and universities nationwide - apparently lack a majority required to change current policies. But
some faculty opponents at BS U liken
their fight against the military on campus
to the fight for civil rights in the 1960s.
They see themselves standing up for what
is right and hope that those who disagree
or remain neutral will eventually see the
light and join them.
But unlike the civil rights fight where a
large segment of the population openly
supported segregation, few, if any, people
come out in favor of war. And it is the
issue of war to which the debate over the
military on campus ultimately leads.
Do the universities, by cooperating
with the military through ROTC and
research, increase the likelihood of war?
("Y ou get what you prepare for," comments BS U criminal justice professor
Jane Foraker-Thompson.) Or does
university-military cooperation deter the
likelihood of war by creating a strong,
professional, well-equipped military that
is too powerful for the Soviets or other

enemies of the United States to challenge?
National defense is one of the most
difficult and contentious issues in modern
American politics. Little surprise then,
that it should spill over into the arena of
higher education.
u.s. News and World Report quoted
Robert Park, the executive director of the
American Physical Society, as saying the
antagonism over whether to accept or
reject Star Wars funds soon may become
"one ofthe most divisive issues for university researchers."
In that article, which discussed the
question of "putting the most brilliant
scientific minds to work on grandiose
military problems," U.s. News noted that
Pentagon funding on campuses had
grown from $495 million in 1980 to $930
million in 1985, an increase of nearly 90
percent.
The scientific journal Physics Today
similarly noted, "Since 1980 there has
been a dramatic shift of federal funds into
defense-based research."
James Duderstadt, dean of the U niversity of Michigan College of Engineering,
predicted "SOl will be the only big source
of new money for basic research in the
physical sciences in coming years." In
1985, for example,' the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, including its offcampus Lincoln Labs facility, received
$59.7 million from the Pentagon for SOl
Research.

The debate at BSU
But not all the controversy focuses on
SOL At Boise State University some
faculty members have initiated debate
over the university's recent cooperative
arrangements with the Army Research
Institute, the extension program for the
National Guard at Gowen Field; and an
issue that was frequently discussed with
rocks, rhetoric and rifles in the more
volatile Vietnam War era - the propriety
of ROTC on campus. Today the debate is
limited to Faculty Senate meetings,
memos and conversations.

The ROTC issue
One of the oldest ties between American
colleges and the military is the Reserve
Officers Training Corps, begun in 1862 at
Norwich University in Northfield, Vermont. The Land Grant Act of 1862,

helicopters. To me that was exciting. . .
The thought of business-type things really
didn't appeal . . . I never would have
guessed by the time I was 22 I would have
been parachuting and rappeling and been
to Hawaii . . . To me that's the thrill of
the program . . . the adventure and the
excitement of being able to go a little
different path than the average student
going to school."
The non-combat training of ROTC is
particularly attractive to students aiming
at management careers. Teresa Getter, a
junior in marketing at BSU who plans a
military career, says "It's a nice place to
learn how to be a leader, be a manager of
people."

Faculty Senate debate

which gave public land for colleges, included a provision requiring ROTC training for all able bodieo men for at least two
years. The University of Idaho at Moscow
is such a school. The military training
requirement there remained in effect until
1964 when it was made optional.
-D esigned to train young college students to become military officers, ROTC
was a focus of anti-war protests in the
1960s and early 1970s when it was seen as
a tool of the war machine grinding away
in Vietnam.
But in the 1980s, with renewed patriotism and popular support for such
American military actions as the U.S.
invasion of Grenada - and fewer financial grants available to college students ROTC has had a renewed popularity at
many American universities, especially in
Idaho. It has returned to many universities
from which it was removed during the
Vietnam era. Advertising promotions,
placed in college catalogs, student unions
and similar locations, promote ROTC as
a source of fun, adventure and financial
aid, a training ground for leaders.
BSU ROTC cadet John Vogel, an
accounting major, says, "I want to fly

The issue of ROTC at BS U might have
never come up had not questions arisen
as to whether the military science courses
were ever approved by the Faculty Senate
members when the ROTC program came
to BSU in 1977.
Faculty Senate members Peter Lichtenstein, an economics professor and Dick
Baker, chairman of the sociology department, have led the battle to disapprove
the ROTC courses, and thus remove the
Department of Military Science from the
BS U curriculum. In making motions to
that effect at a Faculty Senate meeting, in
February, they argued that ROTC should
be removed from the BS U curriculum
because it "serves as an integral part of a
strategy of aggression that is immoral
and . . . because military training places
its primary emphasis upon indoctrination,
discipline, and unquestioning obedience,
and because this emphasis is antithetical
to the nature and purposes of university
education. . ."
The arguments they make against
ROTC on campus are based on beliefs
that ROTC indoctrinates rather than
teaches and is therefore incompatible
with the goals of a university; that it
"implicitly teaches students to kill;" and
that it is part of the militarization of
society which should not be encouraged
by universities.
Baker says his opposition to military
on campus derives from "What my view
of the role of the university is all about.
We should be the leade~s in dealing with
ideas, defining realities ." Baker says he
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would like the universities to define a
reality where national defense is not
equated with military might.
H is opposition to military on campuses
quickly takes on global proportions because he views it as part of the militarization of American society. "We're trying
to solve the world's problems" at universities, he says, "not sustain the problems."
Similarly, Lichtenstein says, "My opposition to the military on campus is part of
my opposition to the military presence
globally." But, he adds, "I do have those
issues separate in my mind. . . I have no
opposition to ROTC being on campus.
What I do object to is having them a part
of the academic environment." Lichtenstein believes "Military training is more
like obedience training. Military training
is based upon indoctrination. There is a
standard regimented system of thought."
"Who is the military?"
Proponents of ROTC counter with
arguments that by being on university
campuses, ROTC assures a military that
is drawn from a cross-section of America,
a military whose officers are educated in
the liberal arts as well as the military
sciences. ROTC training, they add,
teaches leadership, not indoctrination,
and they dispute the assertion that students are taught to kill.

Like their opponents, supporters of
ROTC generally have as an underpinning
for their arguments a basic philosophy
and perception of the world and the
military'S role in it.
They consider a powerful military necessary for national security and they see the
military as a neutral tool of the American
government.
"Who is the military?" asks Lt. Col.
Earl Steck, chairman of the military
science department at BS U. "The civilian
is the military. It's Americans across the
land who join the military." In that vein,
Steck says, "I look at it as the campus in
the military."
ROTC student Nick Powers believes
"It's really tragic that people are criticizing
the ROTC because I think ROTC is the
best shot at the population to integrate
the greatest cross-section of people into
the military. If you didn't have ROTC
you probably would have three or four
military academies across the country
that would have the potential of producing the elite, aggressive monsters that
these people fear the most."
Steck objects to those who say ROTC
does not teach critical thinking. "Our
most severe critics have not been over
here to view our classes, to see what we
do," he says. "We don't teach following
orders only~ we teach leadership, we

teach ethics for an army officer. . . In
terms of indoctrination, let's be realistic.
We can't indoctrinate somebody in a two
hour class a week."
Says ROTC student Powers, "We are
not indoctrinated politically . . . We are
basically given an education in how to
deal with life. We are not taught how to
vote, not how to think. I think on the
contrary we are taught how to think
independently, to think objectively."
Adds Vogel, "We're not taught to kill,
and we're not taught that force is the
answer. That's a big illusion that people
have."
Steck further terms the debate as a
matter of freedom of choice. "I think
that's unfair to a university that's concerned with liberal education to do away
with something they don't agree with," he
said.
The Faculty-Senate agreed with that
reasoning and voted down attempts to
remove ROTC.
Gowen Field program
The training at Gowen Field has a
different twist. Here it is the university
educating the military. What BS U has
done at ' the base just south of town is
simply set up a program - an annex
campus - for the servicemen. The program was established in August 1985
under the auspices of the Office of Continuing Education. The university has a
similar program at the Mountain Home
Air Force Base. The main difference at
Gowen Field is its proximity to the
university.
Why can't they just come to the main
campus in town?
Responds BS U President John Keiser,
"It's a matter of convenience for a large
number of students focused in one place."
That market of students, Keiser notes, "is
fueled by the G.I. Bill." In addition, the
National Guard requires its officers to
hold a degree, and promotions are tied to
continuing education.
BS U currently offers 18 courses at
Gowen Field with 139 enrolled. Course
offerings include Aviation Mechanics,
Word Processing, Information Science,
English Composition, Management /
Supervision, History and Psychology.
Army Research Institute
BS U is the first university in the country
at which the Army Research Institute has
established on-campus offices. Located
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next to the Military Science Department
in the Pavilion, ARI consists of a team of
learning psychologists who analyze and
test training programs in the Idaho N ational Guard.
They are joined in their current research
by BS U ~ssistant professor of physics
Dewey Dykstra. He is on loan from the
university - his salary is paid by an army
subcontractor - to help analyze computer training programs. ARI would like
additional faculty members to join in the
research in coming years.
But there remains some question
among many faculty as to just what ARI
is all about and why it is at BS U. Among
some there is a distinct distrust of military
research.
According to ARI director, Dr. Ruth
Phelps, the institute's work at BS U is
designed to help solve a problem faced by
National Guard units across the country
- how to effectively train men and
women in complicated skills wh~n they
only participate in those activities on
occasional weekend excursions.
Phelps says, "The first thing we're
doing is conducting an analysis of what
the training problems are."
The training programs targeted for
intensive research have yet to be studied,
according to Phelps, but she said the type
of training programs could include a wide
range of skills. "It could be bookkeeping,
it could be leadership," she said. It could
also be how to shoot rocket launchers.
"Ultimately," says Phelps, "people go in
(to the National Guard) and train for that
eventuality - going to war."
The questionnaire used to survey Guard
members reflects that, with such questions
as "If you had to go to war today, how
confident are you in your ability to
perform your assigned job?"
Phelps and Dykstra think of their
work abstractly - as simply studying
ways to, "Teach people to do it better,
learn it longer," as Phelps puts it. "It
doesn't really matter what the skills are,"
she says. "It's how the knowledge is
retained. "
That abstract approach to the research
is part of the attraction the ARI holds to
BS U and researchers like Dykstra.
BSU President Keiser sees a mutual
interest and common need between the
military and the university. The U.S.
Army, he says, "is the largest educational
unit in the world. They're interested in
doing a lot of the same things we are,

particularly the electronic delivery of
information." Keiser looks forward to
continued projects with the Army using
the new Simplot j Micron Technology Center to beam training programs to military
stations virtually anywhere in the world.
Keiser believes such cooperation will
give the faculty an opportunity to engage
in state-of-the-art research in the field of
electronic information delivery. Noting
that "research is going to be critical to the
addition of master's programs" at BSU,
Keiser said the military connection is "a
source of sponsored research projects
that provide our faculty with the opportunity to stay up with the most recent
technology. "
Dykstra is the only BS U faculty member thus far to participate in the ARI
research. "I'm not interested in doing this
unless I can get something I can carry

back. . . some positive spinoffs for the
campus," says Dykstra.
Dykstra is a physicist who prefers to
call himself an educational technologist.
His primary interest is in "how people
learn science," he says. "I think I'll end up
with experience I couldn't have gotten in
such a short time without ARI."
The distrust of ARI among some
faculty members is admittedly vague.
They say that vagueness is due to the lack
of information on just how the ARI
research will be used. Says Lichtenstein,
"I can see them training Contras in
Nicaragua through their capabilities."
Foraker-Thompson noted that memos
were distributed among the faculty soliciting interested professors in working
with ARI. "I didn't apply because I don't
want to be involved with the military,"
she said. Her views of the military are
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stained with memories of Vietnam. During that recent war, she said, the military
trained its soldiers to think of the Vietnamese people as "grunts," something
less than human beings. "That's why I
worry about training. Because no training
is without bias, even if it's technical."
Question of research
Separating military training research
from non-military training or research
may be harder than it seems. Cornell
University, for example does not consider
its Mathematical Research Institute to be
military research - even though the
center is funded by a $12.5 million grant
from the Army Research Office.
The reason? Cornell University Relations Director Dave Stewart says, "It's
basic research in the mathematical
sciences," with all findings openly pu blished. A press release distributed by
Cornell stated that "mission-specific research - work related to any specific
problem or application - will not be
performed. All of the work will be basic
research in mathematical methods and
principles, and all results will be published
in the open literature."
Cornell's published guidelines on "sensitive and proprietary research" state, "In
particular, research which is confidential
to the sponsor or which is classified for
security purposes is not permitted at
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Cornell University."
Presumably the Army believes it can
eventually use knowledge gained in such
research. But military applications to
nominally civilian technology is as common as computers.
When Vice President George Bush
visited Boise's Hewlett-Packard computer
plant on Feb. 21, he was shown the latest
in technology at the plant by Rick Belluzzo. Belluzzo pointed out the military
applications of the new computer system
and how the Navy in particular is quite
interested in the new system.
Are the engineers who designed the

system working on military projects
then?
Such a situation points out the complex
and widespread interaction between the
military and society in general. And once
again, this interaction is likely to alarm or
assure, depending on one's particular
point of view.
H ow we define the military and the
role it plays in society are ultimately
questions both personal and global in
nature. These questions may ebb and
flow in interest and intensity on university
campuses, but they are not likely to
disappear. 0

